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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

We need a vision for our city that says “there is going to be justice.
The Covid-19 public health pandemic has wreaked havoc on the Los Angeles region, and is leaving
behind an equally devastating economic crisis that is disproportionately harming communities of
color. More than 2.4 million workers lost their jobs in April, and unemployment rates in May,
2020 are four times greater than a year ago.
Before the current economic crisis caused by the coronavirus, when unemployment was low, the
economic disparities along racial divisions was staggering: unemployment rates for Latinos were
34% higher than for Whites, and 71% higher for Blacks than for Whites, according to numbers
from the State of California.
The disparities faced by communities of color have only gotten worse since the pandemic.
Nationally, Black unemployment is 25% higher than White unemployment, and in Los Angeles,
unemployment in mostly Black neighborhoods is twice as high as in mostly White neighborhoods.
A vision for justice means communities of color must be invested in, and have access to, and
placement in, high quality employment.
The County Federation of Labor and its affiliates have provided job training and placement to
workers for many years. They have established joint employer-union training centers and a number
of these have been recognized by the State of California as High Road Training Partners, and
designated the key training organization for the entire state in their respective industries.
Their success is predicated on several key factors:
• Because these are joint union-employer funds, worker placement rates are higher;
• The involvement of union members ensures mentoring for newly placed trainees that helps
them remain in the job;
• The wages at union workplaces are higher and include health care, making them more
attractive jobs; and
• Construction, health care and hospitality are key growth industries for our region.
Construction jobs will be critical to our economic rebound, and have well established career
pipelines that lift workers and their families out of poverty. Health care jobs, including health
promoters and contact tracers, have never been more critical, and there is a need to train and hire
more workers within this field. Meanwhile, we need the hospitality industry to rebound and bring
critical dollars into our City coffers, and that relies on higher safety standards to ensure that guests
feel safe to visit a hotel, and additional cleaning positions. Further, the hospitality industry has the
infrastructure in place to train workers in the food services industry, which includes how to prepare
and distribute meals to vulnerable populations who are more susceptible to the coronavirus, like
the elderly and those with preexisting medical conditions.
I THEREFORE MOVE that the City Administrative Officer and Chief Legislative Analyst
identify $4.5 million for a High Road Training Program from among federal CARES dollars and
Workforce Investment funds;
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I FURTHER MOVE that the Los Angeles County Federation of Labor be designated the
fiduciary for the High Road Training Program, and they distribute funds equally among the
Hospitality Training Academy (HTA), Worker Education and Resource Center (WERC) and
Apprenticeship Readiness Fund;
I FURTHER MOVE that the High Road Training Program provide training to unemployed
workers in the 15% of census tracts with the highest unemployment rates as of May, 2020.
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